
submissions
guide
Counterpoint is a quarterly publication of original writing, illustration and photography. 
Each issue has a different theme which our contributors respond to with their own ideas.

We’re currently working towards a business model that will allow us to pay contributors, but we’re not 
quite there yet. If you contribute to the magazine, we’ll send you a free copy and do as much as we 
can to promote your work across our social media channels. Due to the amount of submisssions we 
recieve for the magazine, we can’t guarantee that we will be able to use your contribution.

WritErs
We love original journalism, prose, essays and nonfiction. As long as it fits into the theme somehow, 
we’ll take writing on almost any given subject (though we don’t take reviews). In the past we’ve 
covered fan-ownership in football, housing communes in Copenhagen and cave paintings in the South 
of France. Although we dicuss word counts on a case-by-case basis with individual writers, we expect 
articles to usually end up at around 600-900 or 1200-2000 words respectively.

Although we don’t have a house style, we do have a pretty clear idea of the sort of thing our audience 
like from written content. The articles that have been best recieved amongst our readers were playful, 
insightful and original.

stories we’ve really enjoyed from previous issues include:
•	 E Jamieson’s acccount of a murder mystery party
•	 Annabel Britton’s report on guerilla engineers taking on Sau Paulo’s water crisis
•	 Jess Farrugia’s essay about having brunch with Jessica Fletcher
•	 Megan Wallace’s piece about LGBTQ+ friendly package holiday destinations

illustrators
Counterpoint accepts both editorial illustration (alongside an article) and standalone images. We don’t 
aim for any particular house style, but images should somehow fit with the theme of the issue. 

We using risograph printing, so we need our images to work well in one, two or three colours. We use 
different ink colours each issue - we’ll let you know which colours we’re planning to use. If you’ve 
ever done separations for screenprinting, it’s exactly the same principle, but if you’re not sure how this 
works we can talk you through the process.

We’ll need:
Greyscale 300dpi PDF separations, named with the ink colour (eg. KateJones_RED)
Full-colour RGB JPEG that we can use for web. 

PhotograPhy
We’ve worked with photographers on photo essays and photo stories in the past - if you’re interested in 
submitting, email us and we’ll talk about your pitch.

http://www.counterpointmag.co.uk/home/2016/5/23/saving-sau-paulo
http://www.counterpointmag.co.uk/home/2016/7/17/all-inclusive

